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Abstract

Findings from an assessment of the skills, knowledge, attitudes and

experiences of California sixth and twelfth grade;students in the area

.

Of computer technology are reported. Boys reported having more

..experience with computers, and'this experience was. associated with

higher test scores, than girls; Nearly all groups studied Showed a, low

iqYel of understanding of the basic concepts of,computer technology. A

majority of students did exhibit awareness
0-
of certain basic concepts of

*.

computer technology, and did 'hold positive attitudes towards computers.
N

Even so, spbstantiaI percentages of students subscribed to various

common misconceptions about computers. Students with parents having

more education, or who worked professionally, had higher test scores

than studentS with parents who. had.less edUscation or who ,did unskilled

work.
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Computei literacy in California Schools
,

The computer can be a means _of educating students and an object,of'

study in itself.11Histdrically; in the public schools; there itat )oe,eh

more interest in the former'application-than in the,latter; These two:

applications are not mutually exclusive: Using the.computer as,an
. _

instructional tool invariably requires learning something about the
.

machi=ne and how to operate C.'. It is also true that the'ttudy,of

)comPuters and programming can be a natural and stimulating way to/learn

problem solvin4 skills and various ma0ematital.and scientific.concepts.

ihere is strong eviddhce for the growth of a serious interest in
, *

computer studies in California and nationwide. The California state

Board of Education in 1983 made cdtputerbstudiesa part of its model

graduaticin requirements, a measure whichd. s being considered and
s

duplicated in other states. The College B6ard in f982-inaugurated an

-Advanced Pladement test for high school students in the area of computer

'SdienC6; The National Center for EdUcational Statistics irv1983

initiated a nationwide study of computer literacy;

41 This study was carried o under the- auspices of the California _

Assessment Program; whi is.thandated-to assess annually..the_level
achievement'in California public, achodls and to investigate factors
related to changes in'that achievement. The obtained information is --
reported to the California Legislaturei and to all tested schools and
districts. The opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of

4, the California Department of Education.



The growing popUlarity of thecomputer in school:curricula and they

grOwing role. Of computers in the workplace, raise the concern that all

students have the opportunity to benefit from instruction in computer

technology. To the extent that enrollment trends inthearea of

computer studies follow those tradititnaIly found in science and

mathematics; girls are not benefiting from suck-Anstruttion:a#muthas
I

boys.- The primary goal of this study. was to examine the knowledge,

attitudes and experiences of Ca ±ifornia sixth and twelfth grade boys and

girls in,the-area of computer tichnology. The study was designed to

encompass the.diverse educational objectives of many different ditiritt

and school programs. The result was a baSelifie measurement. It should

not be interpreted as an evaluation of a particular curriculum or

edutationai policy. 5

;EdUtatOtS haVe,WitneSSed in recent years a lively debate about what

students should learn about computers; Statements of educational
I

objet ves_have-been published by the Committee on Computer Education

(1972), theNational Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (1978),

Johnson, Anderson, Hansoni4and Klassen (1985Ki.ogers. 4(1982 and the

Depattment of Defense Dependents Schools 41982), among others.

Discussion of various key issues can by foundfin Seidel, Andersonand
,

Hunter (1982).

The National Assessment of Educational Progress,Included several

questions on compUtettt its 1978 mathematics assessment, which have

been reported by. penteti COtbitt, Kepner 14ndquist and Heys (1980).

They:concluded that a large majority of the 13 and seventeen year old

_students teSted had little or no experience in actual applications of
4
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computers. For example, only 8 percent of 13 year olds and ;13 percent

of seventeen year olds said.they_Anew how to program computer. By

contrast, there was a somewhat higher levelof awareness of the routine'

uses of computers. UnderStanding of more sophisticated uses of

71

computers in complex decision making and mathematical modeling of

problems. was more limited'.
-

The 1982 National Assessment of Educational Progress mathematics

assessment repeated some'of:the computer questions asked in 1978.
, 1 .

Between 1978-and 1982 the number Of students with-access to computers

for learning mathematics almost doubled. Nearly one-fourth of 13 year

olds and one-half of seventeen year olds had access to .a computer in.

school in 1982:: Students at both ages were more positive about

computers in 1982 than in 1978; Even so,' a substantial'nuMber of

students continued to hold a variety of misconceptions abbut-computers.

The California Department of Education in 1981 surveyed sixth grade

Schbol'officials and students on computer use. Twenty -nine percent of
.

-the. elementary Schools Surveyed possessed a .microcomputer or Computer
.

_terminal. Of the schools with equipment roughly ones -half used the:

equipment for computer literacy instruction. SChools that reported
, 4 .,

using computers for stydent prOgramMingor creative applications tende:d
.. - . .

.._ ;
, -

to have higher socioeconomic.status than schools reporting drill and

practice applications. Boys were more likely to report use of a

computer in school or at home than girls.
.



Instrumentation

rlfth

technology

indultry.

instr
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Method

grade survey.: A committee of specialists in computer

was assembled from the public school system, universitiesand

This committee designed a survey to assess a wide variety of

ctional objectives in the area of computer studies, as well as

attit des towards' computer technology, and relevant experiences with

computrs. Cognitive test questions) were- written to .conform to a set of
. _ _

object vei that had been developed and used with'the Departtent of

J)efensekDependents Schools (DoDDS7 curriculum. These objectives are

shown i Appendix A.2 Test questions were reviewed, for relevance, and

aCCUrat of content, sex and ethnic,bias All cbgnitive test 4uest1ons

, were mu

II

tiple choice with four options;

Attitude 'queStions'were,obtained from a set that had. been

administered by the National Assessment of Educational Progress in it's

1978 mathematics. assessment; Each-of the attitude questions

-.-

the student to indicate agreement (Strongly disagree, Disagree,

Undecid i-Agree, Strongly Agree) with a particular statement.

requested

Statem is included here were:

Co puters dehumanize society by treating everyone as a ntimber.

Th more computers are used, the less privacy a person will have.

2 The_ erns, "computer literacy" and "'computer science," as used in this
stud shOuld be understood in light of the described: objectives: The
numb r of questions reIeVint to each Cbjective,iswritten in -

parentheses after each statement; _Therewere, in all, 430 questions,
inClUding 239'for the area of. computer literacy end 191forcomputer
science: The MorthWeft Relional Educational Laboratory in Portland,
Oregon, shared questions that had been written fol%a D0DDS evauIatiOn
and assisted in the question writing Process;

7



Computers will probably create as many jons.as:they eliminate.

Computers slow down and complicate simplelmsi ess operations.

Someday most things will be'run by computers;

A knowledge of computers will help a person get a better job:;

Computers can help make mathematics more interesting;
I

The committee designed the background questions to assess relevant
- -0

prior knowledge of computers and experiences with them. These questions

were:

IndiCate Which of the following languages you have actually used to

ciailte and run computeeprograms.: (BASIC, PASCAL, OGO, PILOT,,

FORTRAN; COB0).;, FORTH, ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, Other, N ne) This

question was presented only:: to- twelfth .grader s.

Indicate which of the following video games you have at home.*

(Atari, Odyssly,-Intelli,Asion, Colecovision; Other, None)

Indicate which ofthe following types of microcomputers you have

4 used at school: .(Atari 400 or 800; TRS-80; Appieiyer-Commodore,

IBM, Texas Instruments, Osborne', Otheri None)

Indicate the types of in-school microcomputer learning experience

you have had.. (Write programsiGenerally learn about computers,

Drill and practice, Simulations (math or science demonstrations),

Instructional.gameo I have had little experience with

. ;computers)

Indicate whre you have learned about computers. (At home, At

friem ' homes; Special summer. programs, Museum of science'halli. At

school during the day; At school during the evening,'Computer

.

stores or salesmen, Playing with video games, I know little about

.computers)

4.
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-Students were asked to report demographic Informationi including seXi

and leVel pf parent education: The five possible categories of parent

education were:

NOt a hi

- t .

school gralduate

High school graduate'
-

Some college

Four -year college graduate

Advanced degree

That category corresponding Xo the highest educational level.reached

a parent was 'to be' seiQted.

The test.wasdesigiled in a matrix ebrmat so that each student saw

only a small part of tie entire pool'of questions. Eighty-six unique

forms of the lest were created, each contaLning-five- ognitive test

questionsi one attitude question and two background uestions; The

attitudetand background questions were assigned to thJ 86 test forms so

that each would appear approximately an
/ 7
equal number of times; A

different set of cognitiVetest question's; selected tocover both
.

_..

computer literacy and computer science obje tivesiappeared on each
.

by

These were arranged subjectivelyi in an order from easy to

4 .
.

difficulti on ea h test.- The test -forms were spiraled for distribution

--
so that each one would be 4ivih-about the same number of times withii

each school ,

i
-,.. -''.

IC ..
Sixth grade survey. Tihe questions selected fdr use with sixth grade

. ..

-1s tudents were a subset of'<4bose developed for twelfth graders. The
;!.

selected quesiions were included on the California Assessment Program

test,' Survey .of Basic-Skills: Grade 6; whip .is administerectannually to



all Public school sixth grade students in California. There re 40
.

different forms of this testi and _each student takes just one ferm.

'addition to the reading, written expression and mathematics questions
*

included do each form, there r s space for on additional computer test

question. This meant that 40_diff

given to sixth grade studenti.

rent computer test questions

7

d be

Twenty-four cognitive test questions were selected. These% questions

all corresponded_to'DoDDS objectives, shown in Appendix A, appropriate

for elementiry'grades and all related to computer literacy. 'Thetypes:

and number of questions wpre:

Objective 1.2;1 Use an appyopriate vocabulary (3 questions)

Objective

Objective

1.2;2 Distinguish interactive and batch processing (3)'

)

Identify major computer

Objective 1;2;4 Recognize appropriate tasks for a computer (1)

Objective 1.2.5 Describe major_historicaI developments (2)

Ohjective.1.3.4 Develop pr.ocedures to perfofm uSeftal taks,(2)

Objective 1.3.5 Write simple programs (4)

Objective 1.4.1' KnOw specifi6 uses of computers -(2)

Objective 1.4.2 Know computer occupations and careers (3).

In addition to the four regular response options originally inclu4edrin
_

the questions, s itth graders were permitted an "I don't know.the answer"

response.

Instead of information on parent education, which was coil cted from

'twelfth graders, the sixth grade teachers provided informati n on parent

'occupation of students. The 14ssible categories of parent occupation

wore:-



Professional

Semi- professional'

Skilled

,0 Unskilled

The instruction to the teacher was to mark the category which
_ 1

corresponded most closely to the occupation of the fatilys primary

brepdwinner.

Sample

%;.

Twelfth g rade sample. Schotolt inclUdadjn this study were sampled

randomlyrandomlyi a USing statewide test data' collected the previous year, high

schools were ranked. and classified into five equal categories on the;

batit of hUMber tested .(a proxy for school size); :Within each size

category sthOOls Were ranked and classified into five equal groups 'In

the basis of an'average index of parent education (a proxy for social

class); This resulted in a five by five cross-claAsification Of schools

with equal numbersin each of the,twenty-five cells. Schools were

A
selected randomly with a probability of p = .125 from each cell. Prom

ti
Q

the original qopuIation of 384 schools: 98 were selected, containing an

estimated 23,395 students. The sample did' not differ significantly

from the population in terms of achievement or parent education. The

sample average numb&tested per Sthotil, N = 239, was smaller than the

population average Of N = 281, indicating a Sligk-overgampling of small

sChooIs. Eighty-seven schools participated in the study in Decembeg

1982, Yielding a School retptinge rate of 89'percent. Several schools

J-

' Thete data-Were obtained from data tapes produced by the California
Assessment ProgA-am.;_ All twelfth graders attending California public

stiools are required to be tested;

11
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declined .to participate on the basis that their students were not
. ,

prepared for kuchan_assessment. Survey questionnaires were received

from 17,861 studits, yielding an estimated student response rate of 88

percent from participating schools.

Given the matrix,format of the testi each of the 43,0 cognitve test

questicins. was taken by about 200 students. Each of .the thirteen

attitude questibris appeared on six different test forms'and was

responded to by about 1,200 students. 444r**--cground questibns were placed

1-

on the test forms in pairs and abbut 4,800 students ,responded to each

one

Sixth qradl p,rIpla; The Survey ot Basic Skills': Grade Six was

administered to 293;717 students between April 25 and may 13. of 1983

under standardizdt conditions; Test forms were assigned td students
;.

.

an effectively randtimIp roc re, with approximately equal numbers of

each test form given in ea school; As a result each computer

question was given to an average of 7,343 students.. Rates of

non-response rang4dfromfour to six percent.

by

Analyses
11;

Analyses were gro4ed under three headings: performance, attitudes,

and experience. Analyses of perforMance rekerto.:,cogrdAi;Ie-test:,,

questions, analyses of attitudes refer to the'rating scaleluestionsi,.

and analyses of experience refer to the background questions.

Performance

Retponses to.individuel cognitive test questions were claisified

according to bOEDS.student objective and aggregated. AveragN -twelfth.

grade percent correct-scores foi b6ys and girls, broke:1n down''by the
A

ti
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different categories of parent education are contained in Figures 1:and

2; A similar analysis of sixth grade percent correct scores is shown in

Figure.3; Sixth and. twelfth grade performance on th6se questions which

were presented to students at both:grade levels is summarized in Table

1; Total percent correct scores are shown, along4ith a breakdown by.

sex.

Attitudes

Student attitudes toward computer technology are summarized in Table R9

2. Responses to the statements were coded (strongly disagree =l;

disagree=2; undecided=3; agree=4; and strongly agree=5) and average

values were computed for the total sample, as well as for boys and girls

separately. Average values greater than three indicate a tendency for,

agreement with the statement, and values less than three indicate

disagreement.

Experience:

Responses to.the background quetionsi which provided information on

student experiences, are summarized in tables 3, 4 and 5. The percent

of students responding to each. option is shown along with a breakdown by
.

sex Twelfth grade percent correct on computer science and.qopputer

literacy test questions could be calculated for the subgroup of students
L;

selecting each option and this is displayed, as wall:. Perdents maymot

sum to 100 because.of the pdSsibility of multiple respo4s to, these

d4 ;

questions..

13
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.; Results

Performance

Average twelfth grade performance is displayed graphically in Figures

1 and 2; These figures reflect the responses of the 17;861 twelfth

graders sampled; Average test Adores ranged fkom eight en perdent

correct on quest"ions'about translation Of software among computer

languages to a high of 68 percent correct on questions about appropriate

tasks for computers. Boys scored consistently higher than girls for all

categories of parent education in'both computer literacy and,computer

science; These results may reflect either a tendency for boys to take

more advantage of opportunities; or a tendency for parents or teachers

to encourage boys more than girls; or come combination of both. Higher

levels of parent education were associated with higher test scores. The

difference- in scores between bOys and girls was slightly larger for

students from more educated backgrounds than for students from less

edUcated backgrounds. This hints that sex-related differences in

achievement are not diminished by increases in parent education and the

social advantages which very likely accompany these increases;

Insert Figures 1 and 2 about here;

'Averagesixth grade computer literacy test scores for the 293,717

boys, and girls surveyed; broken down by categorieS of parent occupation;

are shown in Figure 3. Scores were low; ranging from about 16 percent

correct to t 33 percent correct. Boys scored consistently higher

than girls and students from less skilled parent occupation backgrounds
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scored lower than those from more skilled ,sor professional backgrounds.

_The difference between boys and, girls was slightly larger for students

fromrofessional backgrounds.

.Insert Figure about here;

Twelfth and sixth grade summary performance on a common set of'

questions is displayed in Table 1. The average percent correct scoresi-T,"

in this table are derived from the subset of questions given both to

sixth and twelfth grade students. Each objective in this table

represents from one to four questions. Twelfth grade total scores are

based on 200 to 800 responses; and sixth grade total scores are based on

7i343 to 29072 responses; depending on. the number of questions

represented. Although even very small differences are statistically

significanti judgements abdut educational Significance arenctso clear

Cut.

Insert Table 1-about here.

With a few exceptions boys scored higher than girlsi confirming the

results in the figures. Sixtb grade boys averaged about 4.0 percent

correct points higher than girlsi and twelfth grade boys_ were abbut 3.5

percent correct points higher. Exceptions to this trend in the twelfth

grade were questions on vocabulary where both boys and girls scored a

relatively high 82 percent correct and questions on interactive versus

batch processingi where girls scored one point higher than boys. Types

15



of questions for which twelfth grade boys had the greatest advantage

over girls were on system components, history and careers. Sixth grade
i

girls scored at the same level as bbys in one subject only that is,

systematic procedures. 'QliestionsTon systematic procedures tended to

address problem Solving skills oa s'imple:nature. Six grade:bbys

scored much higher thangirls on questionshaving to.do.with voc'ebulary,

system components, history, and simple programs..

Areas of strength and teaktess.tended.to be the same in both grades.

There were relatively high scoreson vocabular, questions. Much lower

scores'were obtained on questions about simple coMputer programs: Sixth

graders had their lowest scores on'questions about interactiveand batch

processing.

The ability to write and use computer programs is an important

4

outcome of a course on programming. Twelfth grade students were asked

to indicate the computer languages they had used to perform these tasks.

Forty-three percent of twelfth graders inditated they had never. Written

and used a computer program. The programming languages_and percents of

students indicating use were: BASIC, 37 percent; PASCAL, three percent;

LOGO, three percent; PILOT two percent; FORTRAN, four percent; COBOL,

four percent; FORTH, one percent; ASSEMBLY, five percent; and other

languages, five percent. Of the students responding to. this question

the highest average test scores were attained by the those who had used

PASCAL; Of the students who indicated that they used BASIC 54 percent

were boys;
4



Attitudes

r.

Student attitudes:tOward computer teChnology are summarized

2. Responses to the statements weie.coded from 1 t6
e °

receiving lower' values and,agreement receiving higherdisagreement

in. Table

Values. Average, values over three indicate agreement and. values'less.
.:._ '

7 .t .

_.

. then\three_indiChee disagreement. Each sixth grade total, is based on

about\7,43 responses and
\ V

1,200 responses.

each twelfth grade total-is based on abcrut.
.

insert Table 2 about here.

I

Concerns a ut privacy and beiniKtreated as a number are often

associated with\computer technology. These are two ways in which

computers,are soMet.imet perceived to-be dehumanizing

students, boys and girls alike, tended to

statements :that7'"Computers.treateveryone

computers are used the

Twelfth grade

disagree slightly

as a number," and

less privacy there is." Sixth grade

with the

"The more

students, by

contrast'were slightly more likely to agree with the notion that

compuier_treat people like numbers.

Student responses to statements about the role of computers in the

workplace were positive and were more pronounced than their responses to

statements about privacy and dehumanization. Twelfth rade students

tended to agree that "Computers'creatas many jobs .a' they eli inate."

There was relatively strong twelfth'grade agreement with the sta ements

that "A knowledge of computers will help a person to get a better jpb,"

and that "Someda.y most things will' be tun uters." The patterh of

17
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sixth grade: response was simllar;
-

Sixih'4rade boys tended to believe

more strongly than the.giris that computers computers will'heIp\tv
m

obtaining jobs And that_cOmputers' will be running most things4in'the

future.

There'wasTrelativelii strong twelfth grade disagreement with the

statement that "Computers siow own and'complicate business operations."

Boys were mdre.

responded :in a

in,disagreement than were'girls. Sixih.grade students

similar tashion, altnbilgh not with quite the same degree .

of diSagreement.. SixthgrAde boys tended to5disagree more'strongly than
ti

did the "girls.

AttitudeS, to a certain extent, are shaped by experiences; and

k
expectations.#":It is possible that differences in the/experiences and

expectations of boyS and girls are responsible for the somewhat more
.

positive attitudes of boys towards the role of computers in the

workplace;_ Traditionallyi in business, women have been exPosed to

computers through.word processing and automated accounting; To tpe

.

extent that'these types.'Pf'jobp-fai-eTerceived asAininteresting by women,

this c'Ulld translate into less positive'attitudes.
.

Many people have assodiated computers with mat4effiatics. Two asPe ts
.

/
of this tendency are that a person must be a mathethatician to work with

a computer (a myth), and that computers can help to Make mathematics

more interesting. poth sixth and students,tended to

disagree with the statement that "Two work with a computer a person,muSt

beia mathematician," ' Despite the,tendenox.to ject.tbiithit was

true that more than ane-fpurth of thestimients in both grades either'
0

agreed or strongly 'agreed with'the statement; 'Students in boith grades..



agreed relatively strongly, with the statement that "Computers can help

maA mathematics more interesting." Boys in both grades were in

stronger agreement than girls.

Experience
,

Understanding the gl..rcumstances of learnilig can help to interpret
%41,

test scores. Student responses to the question where they learn about

computers are tummaLzed in Ta.0.14 3., For twelfth graders it was

_

possible to provide average compiter literacy and computer science

percent .correct scores for the group of students selecting each option;

The design ofthe sixth grade study did:notpermit the calculation of

similar scores; The 'Friends' option was not available to sixth grade

16

students;

Insert Table 3 about here.

Nearly one -half of twelfth graders reportedknowing little about.
; .

computers-, Thirty-nine percent of twelfth grade boys and 51 percent of

. c
girlS selected this Option. Approximately one-third of twelfth graders

;

indicateelearning ab6ut computers at:school and one-fifth said they

learned about Computers_ from video games; Six percent more boys at the

t.
twelOh grad than girls reported learning about computers at home.
i
Approximat ly e- quarpercentades of twelfth grade.boys and girls said

they learned about computers in school,. Relativeli higher test scores

were associated with learning at school; compared to learning from video

1
games. The test scores of students who admitted knowing little about

t

'computers were only a few points lower than those who claimed to learn

;from video gamet.

9
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Nearly one -half of sixth graders reported knowing. little about,

computers, including 13 percent of the boys and 22 percent of the girls;=

Relatively large percentages of sixth graders'reported;learningabout

computers at school during the day (27 percent) and at .home (23

percent). Although a larger proportion of sixth grade girls-reported

learning about computers in School,.-bOys were Rore likely to report

learning at home. This could indicate a tendency for parents to

encourage boys to learn about .computers more than girls.

Forty-two percent of sixth graderi indicated learning about computers

from video games; Many of these students may -not, lave distinguished

.

clearly between computers and electronic games. To the extent that. thit

was so, it4wouid indicate -a serious lack of understanding about

computers: Less than one-fifth of sixth graders indicated knowing

little about computers, and aver one-fourth indicatedNlearning at

SChtkil.

Ihe types of student experiences with microcomputers in school are'

summarized in Table 4. Approximately 4,800 twelfth grade students and

7;343 sixth grade students responded to this'question. The highest

average grade twelve test Scores in this table were obtained by the 16

percent of students who reported that they wrote computer programs.

Eighteen percent of twelfth grade boys, compared to 13 perce t of girls

reported having written programs; Generally; the proportions of boys

were-greater than or equal to the proportions of girls in every category

of actual use. Lower test scores were obtained by those students who

reported playing-computer gamei or who reported using the microcomputer

for drill and practice. Over one-half of the-twelfth grade students
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reported having
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no in-school.microcomputer learning experience. This

group included. e pp percent MoregirIi than boys.

Insert Table 4-about here.

Thirty-two percent of sixth graders; including 29 per-cent of theboys

and 35 percent. of She Orlsi reported no in- school microcomputer

learning. The most frequently selected sixth-giade use of

microcomputers was computer gamest:including about one-third of the

.

students. Just as in the twelftWgradeethe proportions of bys .were

greater than or equal to the proporti6hs of girls in every category of

actual use.

Insert Table 5 about here.

Student responses to whether they had access to a microcomputer at

school or to:a video game at home are summarized in Table 5. Access:to

'a machine; of coarse; says'little about the use made of it. A

microcomputer might be availablet but no instructiOn,on may take place.

Average computer literacy and computer science test scores of twelfth

grade students,with access to a microcomputer, were about 4.0 points

higher than the scores of students without such access; Seven percent

more twelfth'grade boys and eight percent mere sixth grade boys than

girls reported having 'in- school, access to a microcomputer; At both

grades Six and twelve about 60 percent of students reported havihg

Sch001 access: There were no strong trends in twelfth grade test scores
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in response to the question of access at home to a video game. Roughly

one-half of the twelfth graders and,twd-thirds of the sixth graders
_

reported having a video game at home. At b- oth grades boys were more

access than girls.

. Discussion

Perhaps the most; striking overall result was the supericir performance

of boys compared to gi41s; Both sixth grade'and twelfth grade-boys had

generally higher scores than girls-7 The reason for this appeared to be

boys had more experience with computers and progqimming than girls :.

This was true at school and at home; Sex equity,has been an issue in

public education and it is likely that related,concerns will .carry over

into the area of computer studies. If students with a background in

computer technolo benefit professionally frail their experience; there

needs -to bean asstkrance that specific subgroups of the population are

- -
not being discouragedr_from acquiring that experience. This study does

not explain why girls appear to have less experience In computer studies

than boys; but it supports the hypothesis that there is a difference.

Overall test scores for:both sixth and twelfth grade students were
4

low; To a certain extent these low scores can be ascribed to;a lack of

experience With'CoMputers for many students. Results fromthe analYsis

of attitude questions indicated a high level of student awareness of

computers. This awareness was not backed up with a corresponding

understanding of the basic concepts of computer technology; Even mote

experienced students; those who reported programming experiences a

schoOl instruction in computer. technologyi did not score well. These.'

results underline the importance of "giving consideration both to the

4 -
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instructional objectives of a course on computer technology, and to

effective ways of attaining those,)objectives:
-. .

According to the 1982 National Assessment of Educational Progress

i 4 P.
survey of mathematick achievement about 20- percent of 13 year olds and

Z2 percent of sevent4bn_year olds reported knowing how to program.

California 15 percent of sixth graders and 16 peiCent of twelfth graders

reported that they had written.and run computer.programs. - Nationwide,

about 23 percent of-13 year olds and 19 percent of seventeen year olds
. ,

reported having access-to a computer. in schodl ior learning mathematics.

At;
California:, 56 p t-of_ of sixth ,graders "and 57 Tercentof twelfth

graders reported having_7access'to a microcomputer at school. Althought
greater percentages' of California- stddents reported access to a ;..e7-.

, .
.

.

, .
.

microcomputer smaller percentages reported using them for programping

than- was true nationwide.

It is unfbrtnnte that social class has_been._

correlated with'acievement of'aIl kinds; Thisrelationship is clearly

demonstrated in the area of computer Studies, although possible reasons

.for it were not so clear; Thedifferencein twelfth- ade computer

literacy scores between the highest and lowest parent educatkon- groups'

was about three times as.largd as the difference between boys and girIs,

Similar differenCes were found for the sixth grade test scores. It was

-
about one and a half times asIarge fOr,computer science scores.

It is, a truism that people tend toact in accordance with their'

belieft. Affective goals-are as:much a part of the educational process

as are cognitive gdals. In addition to technical Xpowledge and

studentsshotild develop a positiVeregard for. the beneficial

,a
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capabilities of computers. -Ideally,.themore one knows about computer'

technoloqy, the more evident thse attitudes should Related to this
, -

is the ability to reCogn4ze populal myths about computers and their,

implied value judgments. Concerns ahoutpirivacy and-being treated as a

f

nenherr.al.though'valid'7when understo0d4n! the context.of the actuali

Oapa'bilities iimml.14mits of technology, can .be ex4ggerated in isolation
.) ...

_ .

'from' such' knowledge4

Substantial proportions of students at bpth the Sixth and the twelfth

:-gradps did. not feel that computers were dehumanizing and they rejected

popular misconceptions about computers. Even with this relatively high

level of awareness and positive outlOok it was true that large

percentages of students at both grades' believed that a person must be a

mathematician to work with a computer; This mistaken belief, which

appears to be widelyheld by the public, as Well, is evidence that many

students-need more educating abOut the basic concepts and uses of

computer. technology.

_

Students at both grades tended to see computers as beneficial in the

workplace, helieyed that computers would have an ever larger role in

running things, and felt that a knowledge of computers would help in

getting a better job; An issue raised by the results concerns student

expectations aboutinstructiOn in comPUU.r.technology and the

relationship of such'instruction to preparation for jobs. This study

does not fully Illuminate these expecta4ions, but the-results would be

consistent Wth the notion that students are expecting some typip of

compute education for jobs. Further issues of interest are: the extent

to ch student expectations mirror the expectations of teachers and

parents.

-
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)Conclusions
.
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An optimistic conclusion of the current study is that nearly one-half

of the students surveyed At both grades had in.-school experience with

-computers:. Programming,experience, particularly at school, was

associated with higher twelfth grade test scores.- A majority of

studentsat both grades exhibited awaretesAl_ol_routineoharActeristics
- .&

and.uses of computers. 'Test scores for programming oblectives w.ete'low,

however, and mastery of general, knowledge was tot much better. ±
,

Comparison of California data with tti-it from the tiational Assessment

Educational Piogress suggested that California students are

ress'prOgramming experience than are.students nationwide.
.

receiving

Given enrollment tends in mathematics and science that have favored

boys, for years, it is not suprising to find a similar trend in the area

computer studies. The greater exposivre to computers and
3

understanding of them by boys begins as early as the sixth gtadei and is

found both at school and at home; This could have negative consequences j

for women kh the long run in the area of job competition.. .To the extent

that computers facilitate the handling of information needed by

professionals, not only in mathhematics and scienceo_but in business,

medicine, law, etc.i; there will be an increase in their use. Not to

have some facility with computer technology, or to possess some useful:

understanding of computers, may well be a disadvantage in competing tor

professional level jobs.

Sex'equity is not the only issue to be faced by schools in defining a

_ .
1

polic for the use of computers. A larger question refers to the role
,

of. sc ools in educating students. -- it proper for public .sctlools to



prOyide students-withentry level, skills for use in obtaining jobs ?_

This would, imply relatively close cooperation between sghools-and

'.industry? Or shoUlC schould schools only.proviae students with an
,

understanding or awareness of computers that would prepare them for,'

further training in higher education? Answers-to these questions will

.

'affett the 04senditure df:.pu4lic school resources in.threeaF_eas:
. .._ .

.acquisitiph of ecy.4ipirlit; accAluisitionofsottware;.and staff;_
:.. . ...-

.

.. .
., ..

development; eStete-govrnmentsi prOf6416nal associations, 4ila"A- _
. ,

'governing bodies ofsahools need td be coftterned with the Makingof

, .;...

YtheSeaeiiions, and there needs .to be more public distussionof the
a ..

,.benefits and costs associated with different choices; Presumably,
, . k

.
1 .

researcKinto.the availability-and use made of computer hardware'amf,

software, and related staff,development, is needed to help clarify thete .'
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Appendix A

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

Demonstrate understanding of the capabilities applications; and

implications of computer technology. (239)

1. Interact with a computer and/or other electronic devices;

(42)*

1. Demonstrate ability to operate a variety of devices which

are based on electronic logic; (8)

2. Demonstrate ability to use a computer in the interactive

mode; (13)

Independently select a program from the computer resource

library; (9)

4; Recognize user errors associated with computer

utilization.J12)

2; Explain the functions and.uses of a computer system; (91)

1. Use an appropriate vocabulary for communicating about

computers. (25)

. Distinguish. between interactive mode and batch mode

computer- processing; (9)

Identify a computer system's major components such as

input memory; processing; and output. (20).

4. Recognize tasks for which computer utilization is'

appropriate; (14)

26 -
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51 Describe_the major historical developments in computing.

(23)

3. Utilize.,systematic processes in problem solving; (58)

1. Choose a logical sequence of steps needed toTerform a

task. '(10,)

2. Diagram the steps in solving a program. (7)

3. Select the appropriate tool and procedure to solve a

prOblem. (11)

. Develop systematic procedures to perform useful tasks in

areas such as social studies, businessirscience and

mathematics., .(12)

5. Write simple programs to solve problems using a high

level language such as PILOT, LOGO and BASIC. (18)

4. Appraise the impact of computer technology upon human life.

( 48)

1.
.

Identify specific uses of compqters in fields such.as

mediane,,lavrenforcement;_industryi. usinessi,

transportation, government, banking andTspace

exploration. (12)

.2. Compare computer-related-educations and careers. (13)

3. Identify social and other non-technical factors(whidh

might restrict computer utilization. (10)

4. Recognize the consequences of computer utilization. (11)

5. Differentiate ,between responsible and irresponsible uses

of computer technology. .(2)



2. ,Demonstrate understandings of systcomputer4 _ including software

28

idevelopment, the design and operation o hardware, and the use of

computer systems in solving problems. (191)

1. Write structured and documented computer software. (95)

1. Write well organized BASIC programs which include the use

of color, sound and grap4ics statements, (41)

2. Write programs which demonstrate advanced.programming

techniques.used to solve problems in business, scientific

or entertainment applicationg. (19)

3. Write programs in an additional high level language such

as PASCAL, COBOL or FORTRAN. (25) .

4, Write programs in a iow level language such as machine

language or assembler. (10)

Thetonstrate knowledge of the design and operation of computer

'hardware; (57)`

3; Demonstrate unassisted operation of at least two

different.configurations of computers and their

peripherals. (16)

2; Use a special purpose computer or computer interfaced

devices to monitor-or control events by sensing

temperature, light, sound, or other physical phenomena;

(10)

3

3._ Describe the computer's-digital electronic circuitry in

terms of of binary arithmetic and logical operators: (19)

4. Perform vendor authorized minor maintenance on the

computer system; (12)
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Use comptite;_sysemS in FT9blem.:-i61.14n39)

1; Use data Orocessi09 uti)kties including. -word
.

s.

and data be/se management 12)

Translate. software from one langpage, to another or to

29

another version of tie sametlianuage.(11 0-

/'
,

3; Analyzediffereni.splutionstothe same grobrem.'(16.3
*

s
.

4

a
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TWelfthland Sixth' Grade Percent Correct Scores

4

Ptrcent Correct

30

Objective

Overall

1.2.1 Vocabular

Twelfth Grade SiXth Grade

'total 'Boys Girls TotalrBoys Girls

1.2.2 Interictive and

BatCh

56 58 54 27 29 25

'82 82 82 46 50, 42

36 36 37 9 10 8

ProcedUres

Usei
: .

1.4:2 -CaIeere

1%2.3 System Components 58 61
4.

1.2.5'History 54 ;67

Systematic 72 73

1%3.5 Simple Programs 35. 36

48 52 45

54

50

33

33

19 22 15

35 35 '35

22 24 20

-36

24 '25 22



Student Attitudei Toward tomppter Tdchnoldgy

Attitude IndeX

Statement
Twelfeh Grade Sixth Grade

- Total Boys Girls Total Boys'Girls,

Computers treat everyone 2,89 2.87 2.93 3.12 3.13 3.10
* as.a number

The more tomputersare 2.96 2.97 2.94 2.98 2.93
used the 1ess priVacy
there is

Computers create as 3..13
,

::many jobs as they
eliminate

Computers slow doWn and 1;93
compliOate busines
operations

A knowledge of computers' 3;97
II help to get a

etter job

Somedaymost things will
be run: by computers

Computers can help., make
mathematics more
interesting

,

9.

4.05

3.88

To work with a_ computer 2.72
ajpersOnmust'be a
mathematician

3.07'3.21 3,29 3.30 3.28

4

1.812.082.64 2%72

3%97 3;91 3;74 x.86 3;67

4;03 4-04, '3:::74 3;83 367

3.92 3.77 3.88 3.96 3.81

N.,

2.68 2,74 2.80 2.84 2.79
j
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Table 3

Where learned about computers

Test Scores- Subgroup Percents

Question

omputer Computer Twelfth Grade Aixth Grade

Literacy Science Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls

Home 46 34 14 )17: 11 23

Friends 45 33 n 13

' Summer 46 36 3 4 4 4

Museums 45 36 2 2 2 4

School

School: fev,r4g) 47 39 . 2 3 2 3

Stores . 48 31 6 9 4 10

Video games 41 30 '21 25 17 42

Know little 39 27 45 39 51 47

25 20

4 3

4 3

26

3 2

13 ,7

46 39

13 22

I



Question

Table 4

Types of in-school microcomputer learning

Test Scores

Computer Cotputer

Literacy' Science

Write programs 57' -47

General. . :57 45

information`

Drill and

practice

. Demonstrations 56

Tutorial 155

Computer games '52

No experience . -49

43

43

33

3

Subgroup Percents

1

Twelfth. Grade Sixth Grade

.

Total Boys Girls. Total Boys Girls

16 18 13 15 36 13

17 17 17 : 15 16 14

r '

11 12 11 13 13 13

8 9 8 15 16 14

47 5 5 5

39, 12 14 11

34 53 50 57

po'

3 35 31

32 29 35



Table 5

Student Access to'@omputer Technology

I

Test Scbres : Subgroup Percents

34

ComputW:Computer Tvielfth Grade Sixth Grade

Ques&on Literacy Science Total Boys/ Girls Total: Boys Girls

AcCeS$ to a

microcomputer

at school

No

Access to a

videogame.at-

home

Yes

48 30, 57

44 26 43

45 31 , 47

48 32 53

'61 54 056' 60 :52,

39 r46 44 40 48

50 c' 44 65 '73 57

o.

.50 56 35' 27 '43
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UNSKILLED SKILLED

. .

Figure 3. Sixth grade computer literacy percent correct foi boys(B) and

girls(d)' by parent Occupational level.
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